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Abstract
Automatic text summarisation is the process of creating a summary from one or more documents by eliminating the details and preserving the worthwhile information. This article presents a single/multi-document summariser using a novel clustering method for creating summaries. First, a feature selection phase is employed. Then, FarsNet, the Persian WordNet, is utilised to extract the semantic
information of words. Therefore, the input sentences are categorised into three main clusters: similarity, relatedness and coherency.
Each similarity cluster contains similar sentences to its core, while each relatedness cluster contains sentences that are related (but
not similar) to its core. The coherency clusters show the sentences that should be kept together to preserve the coherency of the
summary. Finally, the centroid of each similarity cluster having the most feature score is added to an empty summary. The summary is
enlarged by including related sentences from relatedness clusters and excluding similar sentences to its content iteratively. Coherency
clusters are applied to the created summary in the last step. The proposed method has been compared with three known existing text
summarisation systems and techniques for the Persian language: FarsiSum, Parsumist and Ijaz. Our proposed method leads to improvement in experimental results on different measurements including precision, recall, F-measure, ROUGE-N and ROUGE-L.
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1. Introduction
With the increasing growth in the volume of electronic textual resources, the major challenge for users is to obtain the
required and relevant information from a large amount of documents within a limited time. Automatic text summarisation is the process of creating a summary from one or more documents to obtain worthwhile information. Thereby, a user
can scan through the summary to resolve if a document is associated with his or her needs or get the main points of the
document(s) without reading the whole. These systems are applied in various fields, such as the summarisation of written
text conversations [1] or clinical information [2].
This article presents a single/multi-document summarisation system that receives an (or a set of) input document(s)
and creates an extract summary comprising the input sentences. Our proposed method first employs a feature selection
phase. Then, the required semantic information of words is extracted from FarsNet [3], the Persian WordNet, to categorise the input sentences into three main clusters: similarity, relatedness and coherency. Similarity clusters address redundancy due to the fact that the summary will not contain repetitive contents. On the other hand, relatedness clusters are
employed to produce a more comprehensible summary as its sentences are linked and organised reasonably. Coherency
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clusters are also applied to the summary to make it more coherent and fluent. Furthermore, our summarisation approach
can form the final summary by employing two methods: feature score and the number of related and similar sentences.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows: section 2 is an overview of related works. Section 3 discusses
the detailed description of our approach. Section 4 reports on the evaluation of the summariser and presents the experimental results. Finally, section 5 involves the conclusion and remarks on future researches.

2. Related work
The primary study on summarisation dates back to the late 1950s conducted by Luhn. His approach was based on a frequency threshold to identify descriptive words [4]. Edmundson expanded on Luhn’s approach by proposing surface-level
features of sentences (such as the number of times a word appears in a text, the presence of topic words and the position
of a sentence in the text) to select the most important sentences to be included in the summary [5].
Since then, different approaches to extractive text summarisation have been developed. An extractive summariser
chooses the most important and informative sentences of an input text to build a summary by concatenating the selected
sentences. The summariser tries to make the summary coherent and fluent by applying some surface-level smoothing
methods. In this approach, the original sentences are not changed and are mostly used in the summary as they are. There
are various methods for this sentence selection. These include splitting sentences into ‘summary sentence’ or ‘non-summary sentence’ by machine learning methods such as Naı̈ve-Bayes [6], decision trees [7], hidden Markov model (HMM)
[8], support vector machines (SVM) [9] and reinforcement learning [10].
In other summarisation methods such as graph-based approaches, the input documents are represented as the nodes of
a graph that are connected. The summary is created by choosing some of these nodes. Qazvinian and Radev [11] proposed a method for the summarisation of scientific papers by clustering the nodes of a graph. Their similarity measure
was a general IDF (Inverse Document Frequency) that determined the edge’s weight value of two nodes. Plaza and Diaz
[12] used the WordNet similarity package3 to compute the similarity between every pair of nodes in the graph. Opinosis
[13] and ClusterRank [14] are other summarisers that employ graph-based methods.
Text summarisation approaches based on lexical chains represent the topics throughout a text by exploiting the
semantic relations among the words. These approaches deeply rely on WorldNet. For instance, Pourvali and Abadeh
[15] proposed a summarisation method using lexical chains, WordNet and Wikipedia. They used gloss concepts to show
similarities and differences of two words by modifying Lesk algorithm.
Some other summarisation methods employ ontologies to calculate similarity. According to the proposed method in
Motta et al. [16], a matrix is formed by the words of the sentences and is improved by adding a set of subtrees of
Hypernymy and Hyponymy for each word. Rinaldi [17] introduced Semantic Relatedness Grade (SRG) for each pair of
words in the document. Using WordNet [18], SRG was calculated by the length of the path between two words and the
depth of the subsumer of two words, which was computed using Hyponymy and Hypernymy relations.
Also, there are text summarisation approaches that have been improved by exploiting fuzzy logic [19], evolutionary
algorithms such as genetic algorithms [20], or both approaches [21].
An alternative approach to text summarisation is based on clustering in which the themes of common information in
the text are identified. Then, the similar textual units are categorised into multiple clusters. To form the final summary,
the text units are selected from each cluster [11,22,23]. In these approaches, the factors that make a difference are the representation of text and clusters, the similarity measures and the method of selecting sentences from the clusters.
To compute similarity, some of these methods use cosine similarity measure [22,23]. Mei and Chen [24] used cosine
coefficient based on tf-isf weighting as the similarity measure for sentence clustering. Aliguliyev [25] considered the
dissimilarity between sentences using normalised Google distance (NGD). NGD takes advantage of the number of hits
returned by Google to compute the semantic distance between concepts.
Although there are numerous summarisation methods and systems available for languages such as English, there are a
few works on Persian text summarisation, and this area has not been fully covered for the Persian language. FarsiSum
[26] is the first known Persian text summarisation based on a summarisation system for Swedish texts. Karimi and
Shamsfard [27] proposed a graph-based single-document Persian summariser using a combination of lexical chains and a
graph-based method. Parsumist [28] is an improved version of Karimi and Shamsfard summariser which employs a small
limited lexical ontology containing only the Synonymy relationships. The most important sentence is the one that has the
most similarities with other sentences, the title and keywords. The similarity is measured by the number of common
words due to the synonym sets and lexical chains. For generating chains, the system uses a greedy method. Honarpisheh
et al. [29] developed a multi-document, multilingual text summariser based on singular value decomposition (SVD) and
hierarchical clustering. AZOM [30], a Persian summariser, combines statistical and conceptual properties of a text and
then extracts sentences to form a summary with regard to the document structure. Tofighy et al. [31] applied fractal
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theory to their Persian text summarisation approach. A hybrid summariser was proposed by Zamanifar et al. [32] that
considered term Co-occurrency and conceptual property of the text. They exploited a synonym dataset to eliminate similar sentences. Moreover, there is a graph theory–based approach for extracting the most significant sentences [33]. This
graph-based summariser determines the similar sentences using the following criteria: number of words and keywords
shared between two sentences, having common English words, existence of two sentences in a paragraph and having
words with common explanation as footer [33]. Persian text summarising methods are also improved by applying Fuzzy
Logic [34]. Ijaz is an online Persian summariser based on nine surface-level features, including sentence length, sentence
position and cue words [35].
In this article, we propose a summarisation approach that has some commonalities and some differences with related
works. However, our approach exploits surface-level features of the text like previous works [28,31,35], clusters the input
sentences into some clusters and chooses summary sentences from them in a similar manner to Qazvinian and Radev [11],
Park et al. [22] and Cai and Li [23]. The difference is in the types of clusters and the method of choosing summary sentences because we draw a distinction between similarity and relatedness concepts during sentence clustering. We use the
semantic relations in FarsNet to compute the similarity and relatedness scores for each pair of sentences as described in
section 3. In order to identify the best combination of semantic relations for calculating the scores, as well as to study the
effect of similarity and relatedness clustering on summarisation, we conducted some experiments as discussed in section 4.

3. The proposed method
3.1. Motivation
Our proposed method is an extractive single/multi-document summarisation system for Persian language that forms
informative summaries from news texts for a generic user by applying a novel clustering algorithm. The important input
sentences, which are to be inserted in the summary, are identified according to the combination of eight surface-level
features. Therefore, a feature score is assigned to each sentence. The summariser then computes the similarity and relatedness scores for each pair of input sentences. In accordance with these scores and the list of coherent cue words, all the
input sentences are categorised into three types of clusters: similarity, relatedness and coherency. These clusters are
employed to extract the candidate sentences to form the final summary:
•

•

•

Similarity clusters. For each pair of input sentences, a similarity score is computed. Therefore, a vector of the
similarity scores is prepared for each sentence. Considering these scores, all the input sentences are clustered. To
avoid redundancy, a sentence is selected from each cluster to be inserted in the summary. This ensures that the
summary does not contain repetitive contents.
Relatedness clusters. A vector of relatedness scores is also computed for each sentence pair to be exploited in the
relatedness clustering phase. For each summary sentence that is extracted from the similarity clusters, its most
related sentence is also selected and inserted in the summary. Therefore, a comprehensible summary is obtained.
Coherency clusters. First, we manually gather a list of coherent cue words to be applied to this phase. If an input
sentence contains one of these words, its coherent sentence(s) is identified in the input text. Therefore, a coherency cluster contains an input sentence with its coherent sentence(s). To have a fluent and coherent text, all the
summary sentences are analysed. If a summary sentence requires its coherent sentence(s), it will be extracted
from its relevant coherency cluster to be added to the summary.

Our proposed method comprises four main phases: preprocessing, analysis, sentence selection and summary generation. The following subsections describe these phases in more detail.

3.2. Preprocessing
Our summariser receives a document or a collection of documents, the possible title(s) and keyword(s) from the user.
Then, the following tasks are performed.
3.2.1. Segmentation and tokenisation. The first step in the preprocessing phase is to recognise the boundaries of text constituents, such as paragraphs, sentences and words. There are more problems in tokenising Persian texts as compared with
other languages such as English. Although space is an orthographic boundary delimiter in English, it is not the precise
boundary of distinct words in Persian [36]. Facing new words in Persian, which are not presented in the lexicon or in the
corpora, is very probable because Persian is a highly derivational and generative language. Furthermore, the frequent use
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of translations of foreign words poses another problem. Tokenisation is performed by utilising STeP-1 as a solution to
normalisation and tokenisation problems that converts Persian sentences into standard ones and tokenises texts along with
carrying out a morphological analysis [37].
3.2.2. Stemming. At this stage, stemming is applied to the words in the input. STeP-1 is exploited for conducting inflectional morphological analysis to obtain the stems.
3.2.3. Stop word removal. To identify the stop words in the input text, we used a list of stop words obtained from
Parsumist [28]. In this phase, rather than eliminating these words from the input, each receives a stop word tag.
3.2.4. Numerical and proper nouns identification. At this stage, proper nouns and numerical phrases such as numbers written by letters or digits are recognised and get appropriate tags. Having a proper noun tag or a numerical tag increases the
chances for a sentence to appear in the summary.
3.2.5. Retrieving information from FarsNet. Considering the relations in FarsNet, including Synonymy, Hypernymy,
Related to, Hyponymy, Meronymy, Holonymy and Co-occurrency, each stem is delved into deeply in FarsNet in order
to gather the required semantic information as a set of its related or similar words.

3.3. Analysis
This stage aims at identifying the relevant information in the input. First, the feature score for each sentence is computed. Then, the sentences are arranged in pairs. For each pair, the semantic relations are considered to calculate similarity and relatedness scores. Finally, the computed feature, the similarity and relatedness scores for each pair of sentences
are exploited to categorise the sentences into similarity, relatedness and coherency clusters.
3.3.1. Computing sentence feature score. In order to compute the feature score of a sentence, eight features are selected as
follows:
Sentence length. This feature is employed to penalise sentences that are too short, since these sentences do not contain
significant information, especially in the news domain [28]. They rather refer to the information in longer sentences. In
other words, longer sentences contain more information compared with shorter sentences. The length score of a sentence
is calculated as in equation (1)
F1sentenceðxÞ =

No: words in sentenceð xÞ
No: words in the longest input sentence

ð1Þ

Sentence position. This feature is based on the hypothesis that the sentences at both the beginning and the end of an
article or a paragraph are more important than those in the middle [26]. This is especially true for news, which is used as
test documents for our method. In news articles, usually the first sentence contains a summary of the paragraph to inform
the reader what he or she is going to read and the last sentence is a conclusion or gives more information about the following paragraphs. Therefore, these sentences should receive higher scores to be selected. The sentence position score is
computed as (2), where n refers to the number of sentences located in the paragraph that contains sentence (x) and i is
the position of sentence (x) among the remaining sentences in the paragraph. For instance, if the first paragraph of the
input document consists of four sentences, to compute the sentence position score of the first sentence, n and i equal to 4
and 1, respectively


1
1
F2sentenceðxÞ = Max ;
ð2Þ
i ð n  i + 1Þ

Cue words. This feature is based on the assumption that the presence of pragmatic words increases the importance of
a sentence [31]. The cue words may be domain specific ones (such as ‘the president’ for political news, ‘rate of inflation’
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for economic news or the general ones that are some specified indicator phrases such as ‘importantly’, ‘therefore’ or ‘as
a summary’). These phrases can be right indicators to decide if the sentence is appropriate to be inserted in the summary.
The cue words score for each sentence is calculated as equation (3)
F3sentenceðxÞ =

No: cue words in sentenceð xÞ
MaxðNo: cue words in sentences of its paragraphÞ

ð3Þ

Headline words. Furthermore, a sentence is significant if it contains words that occur in the title of a document [38].
This score is computed as equation (4)
F4sentenceðxÞ =

No: headline words in sentenceð xÞ
No: words in headline

ð4Þ

Keywords. A sentence containing user-defined keywords is assigned a score. These keywords are usually user defined
or inserted at the end of the news (or at the beginning) on websites. This score is calculated as equation (5)
F5sentenceðxÞ =

No: keywords in sentenceð xÞ
MaxðNo: keywords in input sentencesÞ

ð5Þ

Sentence weight. The score of a sentence can be computed as the sum of the weight of words in a sentence as equation
(7). The weight value of word (i) can be calculated by employing the traditional tf-idf method as equation (6) where tf is
the frequency of word (i) in the input document
Weightword ðiÞ = tf × log
F6sentenceðxÞ =

No: sentences in the document
No: input sentences containing word ðiÞ

Summation of words0 weights in sentenceð xÞ
MaxðSummation of weight of words in input sentencesÞ

ð6Þ
ð7Þ

Proper nouns. In the news domain, named entities (proper nouns) such as a person, a news agency, a country, a place
or an organisation are important clues to the selection of a sentence as it usually contains important or new information.
Therefore, having more proper nouns (named entities) in a sentence makes it more probable for being included in the
summary. A sentence containing proper nouns is assigned a score. This score is calculated as equation (8)
F7sentenceðxÞ =

No: proper nouns in sentenceð xÞ
Length of sentenceð xÞ

ð8Þ

Numerical data. Generally, numerical data contain date, time, percentages or values for some attributes. They usually
contain specific information about quantities or the changes in their values (e.g. in economic news). Therefore, a sentence including numbers is most probable to be included in the summary. Such a sentence is assigned a score which is
computed as equation (9)
F8sentenceðxÞ =

No: numerical data in sentenceð xÞ
Length of sentenceð xÞ

ð9Þ

For sentence (x), the following weighted score function is exploited to combine all the feature scores of the sentence.
After the computation of feature score for each sentence, these scores are normalised to have a value between 0 and 1
Feature scoresentence ðxÞ =

8
X
ðweighti × feature scorei Þ
i=1
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The weight of a feature indicates the contribution of that feature in the computation of a sentence’s feature score. In
order to calculate a feature’s weight, we utilise one-third of the single and multi-documents in the datasets. The summarisation process begins with setting the weight of the feature to 1 and the weights of other features to 0. To compute the
selected feature’s weight, the mean of F-measure scores is calculated to be considered as the final weight of the selected
feature for single- and multi-document summarisation, respectively. This process is done for all the eight features under
the same conditions in which Related to and Hypernymy relations in FarsNet are selected for calculating relatedness and
similarity scores, respectively.
3.3.2. Computing similarity and relatedness scores. In this phase, exploiting the similarity and relatedness measures, these
scores are computed for each pair of input sentences. First, it is important to define when two concepts are similar or
related. Pedersen et al. [39] took advantage of the information found in an is-a hierarchy of concepts in WordNet, which
quantifies how much concept A is similar to concept B. For example, an automobile is more like a boat than a tree, due
to the fact that automobile and boat share vehicle as an ancestor in the WordNet noun hierarchy. However, concepts can
be related in many ways beyond being similar to each other since WordNet provides non-hierarchical relations such as
has-part, is-made-of or is-an-attribute-of [39]. For example, a wheel is a part of a car, night is the opposite of day, snow
is made up of water, a car is a kind of vehicle, and so forth [40]. Measures of relatedness can be based on these additional sources of information. Since FarsNet also provides various concepts and their semantic relations for the Persian
language, we modified the measure proposed by Silveira and Branco [41] by applying FarsNet to compute the similarity
and relatedness scores. By considering the stems, the similarity between sentence1 and sentence2 comprises two dimensions: the subsequences (equation (11)) and the overlaps (equation (12)) [41]
P  subsequencei
subsequencesðs1 ; s2 Þ =

•
•
•
•
•

•

subsequencei
total wordss2



total subsequences

ð11Þ

Subsequence. It is derived by deleting stop words, proper nouns and numerical data without changing the order
of the remaining words in a sentence.
Subsequencesðs1 ; s2 Þ. Number of overlapping words in the subsequences between sentence 1 and sentence 2.
Subsequencei . Number of the words of the subsequence i (a common subsequence between two sentences).
Total wordsSi . Total words in sentence i.
Total subsequence. Number of the common subsequences between sentence 1 and sentence 2
overlapðs1 ; s2 Þ =

•

i total wordsS1

+

P

common wordsðs1 ; s2 Þ
P
total wordsS1 + total wordsS2  common wordsðs1 ; s2 Þ

ð12Þ

Overlapðs1 ; s2 Þ. Number of overlapping words between sentence 1 and sentence 2.
Common wordsðs1 ; s2 Þ. Number of common words between sentence 1 and sentence 2
similarityðs1 ; s2 Þ =

subsequencesðs1 ; s2 Þ + overlapðs1 ; s2 Þ
2

ð13Þ

Silveira and Branco applied equation (11) to their proposed method by considering the mere repetition of the words
in finding the subsequences. They deemed identical words as the common ones in equation (12). Finally, equation (13)
gives the similarity measure of their method [41]. We have modified the way in which these equations are applied to
our summariser. For each word, the synonyms are extracted from FarsNet and utilised in computing the subsequences
between two sentences in equation (11). Therefore, each word is extended by its all synonyms. For instance, if the word
‘boss’ is in sentence1, its synonyms are ‘foreman’, ‘chief’, ‘gaffer’ and ‘honcho’. These five words are considered as a
unit while computing the subsequences. If sentence2 contains the word ‘chief’, the words ‘boss’ and ‘chief’ are regarded
as overlapping words in the subsequences between sentence1 and sentence2.
To compute the common words between two sentences in equation (12), we extended each word by a group of its
related words using the semantic relations in FarsNet. For instance, in a combination, the common words between two
sentences are computed by considering Hypernymy to obtain the similarity score and Related to in order to obtain the
relatedness score. Since we need similarity and relatedness scores for sentence clustering, we have evaluated different
combinations of these semantic relations to calculate the similarity and relatedness scores (to achieve the best
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combination is the goal of the first experiment in section 4). The similarity and relatedness scores are computed by
employing the following equations
Similarityðs1 ; s2 Þ =

subsequencesðs1 ; s2 Þ + overlapSimilar ðs1 ; s2 Þ
2

Relatednessðs1 ; s2 Þ =

subsequencesðs1 ; s2 Þ + overlaprelated ðs1 ; s2 Þ
2

ð14Þ
ð15Þ

3.3.3. Sentence clustering. For each pair of sentences, the similarity and relatedness scores are obtained. At this stage, all
the input sentences are clustered into similarity clusters by considering the similarity scores. By exploiting the relatedness
scores, all the input sentences are also clustered into relatedness clusters. Each cluster has a centroid with the highest feature score.
The similarity algorithm begins by choosing the first sentence in the input document to create the first cluster and its
centroid. The second input sentence is compared with the centroid of the first cluster. If the similarity score between the
sentence and the centroid is higher than a predefined similarity threshold, which is determined by experiments, the sentence is added to the cluster. Otherwise, the second input sentence creates the second cluster and its centroid. Each sentence in the input document is compared with the centroids of all similarity clusters. If the similarity score between a
sentence and the centroid of a cluster is higher than a predefined similarity threshold, the sentence is added to the
selected cluster, or else a new cluster is created. It is important to note that while comparing each input sentence with
the centroids, if more than one cluster is selected, the sentence is added to the cluster that has the highest similarity score
between its centroid and the sentence.
After a sentence is added to a cluster, its centroid needs to be updated in order to consider the surface-level features
of the sentences. For instance, Silveira and Branco [41] applied tf-idf scores of the sentences to update the clusters’ centroids. Therefore, in our proposed method, if an input sentence added to a cluster has a higher feature score than the centroid, it will be considered as the cluster’s new centroid.
Considering relatedness scores, the same algorithm is executed to cluster-related sentences. To form coherency clusters, all the input sentences are analysed. If a sentence contains a coherent cue word (which are gathered manually) such
as a pronoun, its coherent sentence is selected from the input document by exploiting a heuristic method. These sentences
then create a coherency cluster. For instance, if there is a pronoun in a sentence, the closest sentence before it containing
a proper noun is selected to form a new coherency cluster.
Therefore, all the input sentences are clustered three times: similarity, relatedness and coherency clusters. Each input
sentence appears in just one similarity cluster, in at least one of the relatedness clusters and at most one (0 or 1) coherency cluster.
3.3.4. Sentence selection. In this phase, a sentence can be added to the initial summary if it has not been included in the
summary as yet. Sentence selection begins by extracting the first similarity cluster’s centroid as a candidate sentence to
be inserted in the initial summary. Then, to insert this candidate’s related sentence in the initial summary, we analyse the
relatedness clusters to find a cluster that has the candidate sentence and its related sentences.
If the candidate sentence is the relatedness cluster’s centroid, we examine the other sentences in that cluster to select
one sentence that has the least number of common sentences between its similar sentences (the sentences in its similarity
cluster) and initial summary. More than one sentence may be selected from the relatedness cluster. Therefore, a sentence
with the maximum feature value is chosen to be inserted in the initial summary.
If the candidate sentence is not the relatedness cluster’s centroid, the centroid is inserted in the initial summary only if
2/3 (obtained by trial and error) of its similar sentences are not in the initial summary. Otherwise, the algorithm described
above (part 1) is applied to this phase.
Therefore, in the sentence selection phase, all the similarity clusters’ centroids and their related sentences are analysed
to be inserted in the initial summary. To have a coherent and clear text, if there is a sentence in the initial summary that
contains a coherent cue word, its coherent sentence(s) will be extracted from its coherency cluster to be added to the initial summary.
3.3.5. Summary generation. In this phase, the compression rate and the input document length are considered to define
the final summary length. If the length of the initial summary is less or more than the defined length, two methods are
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devised to form the (final) summary with the predefined length, or else the initial summary is considered as the (final)
summary. These methods are as follows:
1.

2.

Feature score. If the length of the initial summary is less than the defined length, sentences from the input document that have the highest feature score will be selected for addition to the summary until the defined length is
achieved. If two or more sentences have the same feature scores, one sentence will be added to the summary as a
candidate. The candidate sentence must have the least similarity but the highest relatedness to the summary.
Otherwise, if the length of the initial summary is more than the defined length, some initial summary sentences
with the least feature score will be omitted until the defined length is achieved. If two or more sentences have the
same feature score, one with the highest similarity but the least relatedness to the summary will be eliminated.
Number of similar and related sentences. The length of the initial summary may be less than the defined length,
so the sentences with the least similarity but the highest relatedness to the summary will be selected from the
input document for insertion in the summary. If two or more sentences are selected, the one with the highest feature score will be inserted. Otherwise, the length of the initial summary may be more than the defined length. In
this case, some summary sentences with the highest similarity and the least relatedness will be left out. If two or
more sentences are selected, one with the least feature score will be deleted from the summary.

To determine a candidate sentence according to its similarity and relatedness to the summary, we utilise the similarity
and relatedness clusters. Then, we count the number of the candidate sentence’s similar and related sentences existing in
the summary. The sentences in the final summary are ordered according to their occurrence in the input document.

4. Experimental results
We employed standard measures, including precision, recall, F-measure, ROUGE-N and ROUGE-L, to separately evaluate the performances of our single- and multi-document summarisers. Precision (P) is the number of sentences occurring
in both the system (SS) and the human (HS) summaries divided by the number of sentences in the system summary.
Recall (R) is the number of sentences occurring in both the system and the human summaries divided by the number of
sentences in the human summary. F-measure combines precision and recall
Fmeasure =

2×P×R
P+R

P
P
summary ∈ HS gramn ∈ summary Countmatch ðgramn Þ
P
P
ROUGE  N =
summary ∈ HS gramn ∈ summary Countðgramn Þ

ð16Þ
ð17Þ

where Countmatch ðgramn Þ is the maximum number of n-grams co-occurring in a system summary (SS) and a human summary (HS) and Countðgramn Þ is the number of n-grams in the human summary (HS)
ROUGE  L =

2 × Plcs × Rlcs
Plcs + Rlcs

ð18Þ

where Plcs is the length of longest common subsequence (lcs) between Y (a sentence from system summary) and X (a
sentence from human summary) divided by the length of Y and Rlcs is the length of longest common subsequence (lcs)
between Y and X divided by the length of X.
We have compared our proposed method with three summarisers, Parsumist [28], FarsiSum [26] and Ijaz [35], as they
are available online for evaluation by applying the same datasets. In other words, all three have web services or online
demos with which we could conduct tests. FarsiSum has been the baseline in many papers. Parsumist and Ijaz are two
well-known summarisers with high performance for Persian. The two main reasons for selecting these systems are that
they have good results and they are available for comparisons.
To conduct the tests, we used two datasets: Pasokh (a Persian dataset) [42] and a newly constructed set by human
summarisers. To make the second dataset, we gathered some documents from different news agencies. Then, we asked a
group of 10 people (linguistic students, computer engineering students, Persian literature students and English teachers)
to summarise each document for three compression rates: 20%, 40% and 60%. Later, we prepared five human summaries for each document and compression rate by exploiting the human summaries gathered in the previous step. Finally,
the most selected sentences in the prepared summaries (for the defined compression rates) were extracted to create the
final summaries for each text. Table 1 presents the detailed specifications for these two datasets.
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Table 1. The detailed specifications for the datasets
First dataset

Number of documents
Number of human summaries for
each defined compression rate
Average number of sentences in a document
Average number of words in a document

Second dataset

Multi-document

Single document

Multi-document

Single document

20 Topics
Each contains 10
news documents
5

40 news documents

45 news documents

5

30 Topics
Each contains six
news documents
5

287.48
9018.15

36.15
788.37

265.85
8652.2

40.6
712.65

5

Table 2. List of abbreviation
Abbreviations

Stands for

Features
Hyper
Rel
Hypo
Mero
Holo

The eight features which are mentioned in the analysis phase.
Hypernymy relation in FarsNet
Related to relation in FarsNet
Hyponymy relation in FarsNet
Meronymy relation in FarsNet
Holonymy relation in FarsNet

Table 3. Results of applying feature score summarisation method – single document
Relations used in similar
sentences clustering
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

–
Hyper
–
Hyper
HyperHypo
HyperHypo
–
Hyper
HyperHypo

Relations used in related
sentences clustering
–
–
Rel
Rel
–
Rel
RelMeroHolo
RelMeroHolo
RelMeroHolo

Feature score method
Precision

Recall

F-measure

ROUGE-L

ROUGE1

0.5639
0.7005
0.6873
0.7146
0.7014
0.7161
0.6881
0.7177
0.7184

0.5641
0.7452
0.7305
0.7521
0.7483
0.762
0.7389
0.7581
0.7597

0.564
0.7222
0.7082
0.7329
0.7241
0.7383
0.7126
0.7373
0.7385

0.4669
0.5719
0.5782
0.5828
0.5763
0.5865
0.5794
0.5883
0.5895

0.4785
0.5937
0.5911
0.5929
0.5945
0.5951
0.5947
0.5953
0.5961

To test our summarisation method, two types of experiments were performed. The first dataset was used to find the
best combination of semantic relations in the first experiment. Then, the second experiment was conducted by applying
the best combination of semantic relations to the second dataset in order to analyse the effect of similarity and relatedness clustering on text summarisation. The applied resources included 806 stop words, 9 cue words, 856 proper nouns
and 10 coherent cue words. The proper nouns and the coherent cue words were gathered manually during system implementation and testing. The stop words and the cue words were obtained from Parsumist and then we completed them for
our proposed method. Table 2 shows the utilised abbreviations in the following charts and tables.

4.1. First experiment – find the best combination of semantic relations using the first dataset
The first dataset was utilised to explore the effect of various combinations of semantic relations in similarity and relatedness clustering on single- and multi-document summarisations, separately. We assumed Hypernymy and Related to as the
primary relations in the similarity and the relatedness clustering, respectively.
Tables 3 and 4 present the results for single-document summarisation by exploiting the two methods to form the final
summary (as mentioned in section 3.3.5): feature score and number of similar and related sentences.
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Table 4. Results of applying number of similar and related sentences summarisation method – single document
Relations used in similar
sentences clustering
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

–
Hyper
–
Hyper
HyperHypo
HyperHypo
–
Hyper
HyperHypo

Relations used in related
sentences clustering
–
–
Rel
Rel
–
Rel
RelMeroHolo
RelMeroHolo
RelMeroHolo

Number of similar and related sentences method
Precision

Recall

F-measure

ROUGE-L

ROUGE1

0.5639
0.7013
0.6854
0.7152
0.7025
0.7166
0.6921
0.7192
0.7209

0.5641
0.7735
0.7561
0.7782
0.7747
0.7791
0.7583
0.7803
0.7815

0.564
0.7356
0.719
0.7454
0.7368
0.7465
0.7237
0.7485
0.75

0.4669
0.5854
0.5917
0.6013
0.5869
0.6022
0.5985
0.6047
0.6061

0.4785
0.611
0.6053
0.6137
0.6121
0.6158
0.6113
0.6178
0.6186

Figure 1. Precision values – single document.

The first rows in Tables 3 and 4 show the results where clustering was not applied to the summarisation. In other
words, in this case, the system only used the features in the summarising process such as Shamsfard et al. [28], Tofighy
et al. [31] and Poormasoomi et al. [35].
The second and the fifth rows display the effect of applying just the similarity and coherency clustering on summarisation. The third and the seventh rows present the effect of just applying the relatedness and coherency clustering on
summarisation. The remaining rows show the effect of all the three types of clustering together on the summarisation
process. The last rows in Tables 3 and 4, which are in bold, contain the best results.
Figures 1–5 compare our system with the other three available Persian summarisers. In each case, we compared the
results of our proposed method (the first and last rows in Tables 3 and 4) with those of the other systems.
It is seen in the diagrams (the first rows in Tables 3 and 4) that in comparison to the other three summarisers, the final
result was not enhanced extensively by only applying the features to the summarisation system. Therefore, the three types
of clustering using different combinations of semantic relations were inserted into the summarisation process. The results
showed a significant improvement as the measures’ values rose by 15%–20%.
Eventually, it can be deduced that the best combination of the semantic relations to be exploited are Hypernymy and
Hyponymy in similarity clustering and the remaining relations in relatedness clustering. With regard to simplicity, we can
only apply only Hypernymy and Related to relations to similarity and relatedness clustering, respectively, even though
the final result would decline slightly by around 0.5%. Furthermore, our summariser generated a better summary than the
existing summarisers for Persian documents.
The multi-document dataset was also considered and the five measures were computed. Tables 5 and 6 show the measures’ values for multi-document summarisation. Figures 6–10 also present the five measures’ diagrams for the first and
last rows in Tables 5 and 6 for our system and the other three summarisers.
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Figure 2. Recall values – single document.

Figure 3. F-measure values – single document.

Figure 4. ROUGE-L values – single document.

Although the performance for the multi-document was reduced compared with the single document, the conclusion
was similar to that mentioned above. So when all the three types of clustering were applied to summarisation, the best
results were obtained, and these results outperformed the other Persian summarisers in both single- and multi-document
summarisations.
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Figure 5. ROUGE1 values – single document.
Table 5. Results of applying feature score summarisation method – multi-document
Relations used in similar
sentences clustering
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

–
Hyper
–
Hyper
HyperHypo
HyperHypo
–
Hyper
HyperHypo

Relations used in related
sentences clustering
–
–
Rel
Rel
–
Rel
RelMeroHolo
RelMeroHolo
RelMeroHolo

Feature score method
Precision

Recall

F-measure

ROUGE-L

ROUGE1

0.3813
0.4776
0.4785
0.4802
0.4781
0.4813
0.4811
0.4834
0.484

0.3869
0.5332
0.5346
0.5356
0.534
0.5367
0.5364
0.5373
0.5378

0.3841
0.5039
0.505
0.5064
0.5045
0.5075
0.5072
0.5089
0.5095

0.3491
0.4609
0.4623
0.4667
0.4617
0.4672
0. 4658
0.4685
0.4689

0.3314
0.4532
0.4563
0.459
0.4542
0.4597
0.4588
0.4611
0.4616

Table 6. Results of applying number of similar and related sentences summarisation method – multi-document
Relations used in similar
sentences clustering
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

–
Hyper
–
Hyper
HyperHypo
HyperHypo
–
Hyper
HyperHypo

Relations used in related
sentences clustering
–
–
Rel
Rel
–
Rel
RelMeroHolo
RelMeroHolo
RelMeroHolo

Number of similar and related sentences method
Precision

Recall

F-measure

ROUGE-L

ROUGE1

0.3813
0.5163
0.5086
0.5207
0.5181
0.5216
0.5115
0.5229
0.5237

0.3869
0.5421
0.5354
0.5427
0.5432
0.5451
0.5371
0.5467
0.5473

0.3841
0.5289
0.5217
0.5315
0.5304
0.5331
0.524
0.5345
0.5352

0.3491
0.4632
0.461
0.468
0.4644
0.4692
0.4683
0.4709
0.4717

0.3314
0.458
0.5032
0.5048
0.4973
0.505
0.5044
0.5073
0.5079

4.2. Second experiment – the effect of similar sentences or related sentences clustering using the second
dataset
The purpose of this experiment was to exploit the best five semantic relations from the previous experiment to analyse
the effects of similarity and relatedness clustering on single- and multi-document summarisations. First, we applied all
five semantic relations to cluster similar sentences. It means that relatedness clustering was not considered in the summarisation process. Second, the similarity and relatedness clustering with their associated semantic relations were
Journal of Information Science, 2016, pp. 1–17 Ó The Author(s), DOI: 10.1177/0165551517693537
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Figure 6. Precision values – multi-document.

Figure 7. Recall values – multi-document.

Figure 8. F-measure values – multi-document.

employed in the summarisation as in the first experiment. The second dataset was applied to the summariser, and the
two methods were exploited to form the final summary. The computed results for single/multi-document are presented
in Tables 7–10.
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Figure 9. ROUGE-L values – multi-document.

Figure 10. ROUGE1 values – multi-document.
Table 7. Results of applying feature score method on single-document summarisation
Coherency clustering with

Precision

Recall

F-measure

ROUGE-L

ROUGE1

Similarity clustering
Similarity and relatedness clustering

0.5883
0.7038

0.6001
0.7561

0.5941
0.729

0.4962.49
0.5983

0.5012
0.6168

Table 8. Results of applying feature score method on multi-document summarisation
Coherency clustering with

Precision

Recall

F-measure

ROUGE-L

ROUGE1

Similarity clustering

0.4108

0.4325

0.4212

0.3771.49

0.3896

Similarity and relatedness clustering

0.4981

0.5234

0.5104

0.4486

0.4753

Considering the results in Tables 7–10, it can be concluded that using one type of clustering with coherency clustering
produces results that are not as satisfactory as when the three types of clustering are applied to the summariser. Since
summarisation without considering similar and related clustering would not result in good summaries, we did not analyse
the effect of coherency clustering alone.
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Table 9. Results of applying number of similar and related sentences on single-document summarisation
Coherency clustering with

Precision

Recall

F-measure

ROUGE-L

ROUGE1

Similarity clustering
Similarity and relatedness clustering

0.5764
0.6952

0.5863
0.7642

0.5813
0.7281

0.5063
0.6182

0.5107
0.6223

Table 10. Results of applying number of similar and related sentences on multi-document summarisation
Coherency clustering with

Precision

Recall

F-measure

ROUGE-L

ROUGE1

Similarity clustering
Similarity and relatedness clustering

0.4267
0.5031

0.4545
0.5316

0.4402
0.517

0.3725
0.4533

0.3925
0.4681

5. Conclusion and future works
In this article, we proposed a single/multi-document summariser by employing structural features and clustering using
the semantic relations. This method utilises eight features to assign a feature score to each sentence and then the similarity and relatedness scores are computed using the semantic relations between the words. By exploiting these scores, the
sentences are clustered into three types of clusters: similarity, relatedness and coherency. Finally, the summary is created
by applying the user’s compression rate. According to our experiments, our summariser yields better performance compared with other summarisation methods for Persian.
As a future study, using the glosses and examples in FarsNet can improve the similarity and relatedness measures. In
other words, by extracting suitable keywords from each word’s glosses and examples, a list of words can be prepared,
and this can then be applied to our method. Instead of words, the glosses and examples can also be exploited in the similarity and relatedness measures to obtain the scores. Furthermore, our system can be developed by being able to extract
significant phrases instead of sentences. Utilising machine learning or evolutionary algorithms in defining the features’
weights and thresholds can improve this summarisation method. Also, the best five semantic relations can be applied to
similarity and relatedness clustering, while each relation has a different weight in each clustering – for instance,
Hypernymy can have a higher weight in similarity clustering than relatedness clustering. Moreover, improvements on
defining the coherent cue words and coherent sentences can affect coherency clustering.
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